Introduction
A free-electron laser (FEL) in the oscillator mode is a well-known concept in the optical frequency range [1] . Recently, a collaboration of LBL, LLNL and MIT has developed by theoretical [2] and numerical simulation [2, 3] , a microwave FEL operating in the oscillator mode as a power source for a future linear collider. They It is well-known that the motion of electrons and spatial evolution of the signal wave and phase in a FEL are described by the KMR equations [4] . Takayama [5] and Sessler et al. [6] have shown that in the case of well bunched beams this evolution can be described by the KMR equations for a single particle which represents a bunch center, namely, a macroparticle. In Ref. 5 , Takayama has developed an idea which, with the aid of some approximations [7] , allows the KMR equations to be reduced to a universal gain equation (UGE) whose solution can be obtained in a universal gain function (UGF). We have found an exact analytic solution of the UGE, which will be presented in Section 2. In Section 3 we will apply this approach to the microwave FEL. The analytic model is useful for various purposes such as design of the SW/FEL, parameter search for better performance of the SW/FEL, and understanding of the over-all characteristics of the SW/FEL. Use of the model for some studies is made in Sections 4 and 5, but many further uses of the model will surely be made in further papers and by other workers.
Single Cavity Theory
We consider a single-stage FEL operating in an oscillator mode in an oversized waveguide with microwave reflectors at both ends. Namely. we consider a cavity \vr..ich is excited in the T E 01 mode with a sequence of transversely wiggling bunches. The reflectors may simply be metal plates with small holes which allow the 2 electron beam to pass through. The cavity is taken as rectangular, with dimensions A beam bunched with a slightly different frequency Wb = W s + 6.w, enters the cavity through the end-plate hole. Each bunch, performing wiggle motion caused by a planar wiggler, starts to couple with the small signal waves. The signal is amplified while arriving at the far end. There the signal is reflected back to the front end, and since the cavity length is appropriately chosen, the signal begins FEL interaction with the next electron bunch. This process is repeated for many macroparticles.
For simplicity, we assume 100% reflection at both ends and neglect wall-losses and wakes caused by the electron bunches. The bunched beam considered here is an approximation to a bunched beam of averaged current I, with each bunch having a small spread in phase.
Following the macroparticle approach, after the FEL interaction within the cavity, the normalized signal amplitude e s and rf phase advance 6.i.p at cavity end (z = L e ) are given by
where z is the axial coordinate measured from the cavity front-end /' \, -sin f::>.p rv 1 to the rf phase's negative and positive advance regimes, respectively. Equation (3) admits an analytic solution which is valid for both cases,
Using (6), the integration (2) is analytically performed to obtain the change in signal phase over the length of the cavity: (8) where~w is the difference between bunching frequency and synchronous frequency.
Combining these considerations, we obtain a recursion form for succeeding FEL interaetions,
4 (10)
where
Here Yi and 'l/Ji stand for the values of UGF and ponderomotive phase, respectively, at the beginning of the FEL interaction with i-th bunch. From the above results, one can easily determine how the T E Ol mode in a single cavity is excited due to succeeding FEL interactions; the normalized signal amplitude is given by
while the energy accumulated per unit length after i-th FEL interaction is given by
For a typical example, using the parameters listed in table 1, the formulas after eq. (7) give a= 0. To understand these aspects, we proceed to further qualitative discussions on the recursion eq. (9) (8) we know that .,p2
This means that the initial ponderomotive phase for the second bunch does not depend on the initial ponderomotive phase for the first bunch. Then,
where a = -~WT. As mentioned earlier, numerical iterations of the recursion equation demonstrate that (.6.ep)i is almost constant for i 2: 2, and is equal to -a.
It seems difficult to prove this for larger values of i by a mathematically simple approach because Yi and,pi are strongly correlated with each other t.hrough eqs. (9) and (10). Nevertheless, we Gan ratify these features in an approximate way.
From eq. (10) it turns out that the ponderomotive phase .,pi is a uniformely varying step function of i for i 2: 2:
Here, the case of 0' 2: 0 is ruled out using the stability analysis discussed in Section 4. 
where n stands for the stage or cavity number. Using the definition of y(s), eq. (24d) reduces to the initial condition of the DGE,
Here, energy replenishment mc2(~/)n,i at the end of each stage is an externally controlable parameter; for instance, in Ref. 3 , it has been chosen to be a constant
value of e :E~'::'t W1,k/(Ii max ).
For the purpose of investigating spatial and temporal evolution of the beam and excited microwaves, a perfect energy replenishment is assumed; each bunch (or macroparticle) enters into the next cavity with the initially assumed energy Iffic2. 
where~n,i stands for the oscillation amplitude of an electron moving around the i-th macropartic1e (or bunch center) in the n-th cavity. Unlike the case of a FEL in the amplifier mode, here 1/1n,i(s) does not change by a large amount within a cavity
The stability is uniquely determined by the restoring coefficient which is proportional to e s cos 1/1. 
The above poderomotive phase expression is in agreement with the corresponding 'l/Ji in the present paper. Necessarily, this gives the same saturation pulse length, 
Summary and Conclusions
As mentioned earlier, the analytic macroparticle theory relies on two important assumptions, a w~1 and EryI,~1 where 8imc2 is energy loss per cavity. Therefore, its validity depends simply on the reasonability of these assumptions. A large We have obtained a fully analytic FEL theory for a well-prebunched beam.
Since the theory takes account of basic aspects of discreteness such as the finite size of cavity, the obtained result clearly elucidates the dependence of the FEL performance on these parameters.
Error sensitivity analysis of a multistage FEL, using the macro-particle theory is of great interest. This will be given in a forthcoming paper. For the purpose of further confirming the theory, an experiment in which (say) a single stage is driven by a well-bunched beam is most desirable. 
